
   

       

  Thinking and Understanding Thank You
Gift
 

£150.00 £135.00
IN STOCK

Quick Overview
Our thinking and understanding thank you gift is the perfect thank
you gift for those who love to indulge in a nice cup of tea or coffee,
accompanied by a tasteful selection of baked goods and sweet treats.

  Details
 
There are so many selfless acts or routine acts of compassion that go unnoticed and unappreciated when they don't have to. Hospital or
medical staff who have gone above and beyond, a stranger who assisted in a crisis, a colleague who has gone out of their way to help in a time
of need, a mentor who has ensured your success, or a friend who has stepped in at the last minute to rescue you from an awkward situation
are all examples of situations where gifts of thanks are appropriate. Simple acts of human charity occur on a daily basis, and thank-you words
are frequently insufficient. With our selection of thank you gifts, finding the right thank you gift is no longer a challenge. The basket is wrapped
with a beautiful purple silk ribbon and hues of purple are found within the contents of the basket, Purple is commonly associated with
mysticism and magic. This colour can be used to impart a sense of the unknown, of curiosity and mystery. Similarly, purple often inspires
creativity. When the recipient has the opportunity to open their gift and explore they will be excited to discover the array of products found
within. This Thank You Gift was designed with an older woman in mind who enjoys taking time to sit back and relax. We suggested this as the
items, such as the thank you candle, mug, and tea, are primarily soothing and can be associated with relaxation. However, everyone, regardless
of age or gender, should set aside time for themselves, therefore we think giving one of our thank you gifts to a young man would be a terrific
idea and just as well received!

Additional Information
 
Contents Fresh Chocolate Iced "Thank You" Cake 400g Exquisite Collection Lily O'Briens 138g Orange Chocolate

Brittle Skelligs 150g Willies 80g SingleEstate Chocolate Slab 60% Dark Chocolate Figs Forest Feast 140g
GNAW Orange Hot Chocolate Stick Puffed Tiramisu Wafer Mamma Loretti's 15g Vegan Peanut Buttercups
Love Raw 34g Nutritious Energy Peanut Perkier Bar 35g CookieShots - Foods of Athenry, 120g Irish Oat
Cookies Kilbeggan 200g LowCalorie Cheesy Pretzel Spelt Bites Indie Bay 26g Swiss Lemon Biscuit with
Ginger&Chia Rhythm 108, 135g Gourmet Cumin Sodabread Toasts Foods of Athenry 110g Hazelnut&Carob
Nutritious Spread Nutural World 170g Ethical EarlGrey Tea Bags NEMI Bro House Whole Bean 250g
COULSON MACLEOD Limited Edition Mug Occasions Candle Tin Fabric Lined Large White Shopper Basket
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